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The Great Wings Book presents more than 40 classic and innovative recipes, from old-fashioned

buffalo wings to globetrotting sauces, rubs, and marinades guaranteed to make your wings take

flight.Chicken wings are the perfect accompaniment for summer barbecues, sporting events,

picnics, and parties. In The Great Wings Book, which features a full-color collection of nearly 50

party-ready chicken wing recipes that incorporate contemporary pan-Asian, pan-Latin, and

all-American flavors, seasoned cookbook authors Hugh Carpenter and Teri Sandison cover

everything you need to know to buy, store, roast, grill, smoke, deep-fry, and braise amazing wings

of your own.
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* A full-color collection of 50 party-ready chicken wing recipes that incorporate contemporary

pan-Asian, pan-Latin, and all-American flavors.

HUGH CARPENTER teaches at cooking schools throughout North America and at his own school

in California's Napa Valley. TERI SANDISON is an award-winning food photographer. They are the

authors of the Hot and Fast series of books and live in Oakville, California.

I got this for my husband for Christmas because he loves making wings, and he was always looking



up recipes on his phone. To avoid having a deep-fried phone, I thought the book would be a good

gift. He LOVES it. He doesn't like to read, generally, but he'll keep the book handy and skim through

the recipes when he has time. Thanks!

A great stocking stuffer for my husband the wing lover. He has just started making his own, and this

book was an easy to read and follow place to start!

Dirty food-spills, didn't bother to even wipe it down and overpriced for sure, on that basis! Ugh! How

do I send it back> No packing slip???

Excellent recipes, great detail, love how the book goes as far as explaining the ingredients and the

brands of ingredients that work the best.

I got this book for my grandson who is a wing addict. Looking through it the content did not impress

me and the recipe for the original Buffalo wings is wrong. I have the real one and the dipping sauce

is the key as is the use of Trappys hot sauce.

To me, Chicken Wings are one of the 4 major food groups... I've been developing recipes and

cooking wings for years.I decided to try the book because I love trying new wing recipes and it was

inexpensive (total impulse purchase.) I had very low expectations because it was not by a well

known chef and was a cheap book. Often the recipes in books like that are ok, but nothing special.I

have been very pleasantly surprised by this book! All the recipes I've tried have been accurate and

produced great results. My favorite are the carolina wings (though not a "true" carolina barbecue

sauce as I am used to it, it worked great with the wings!)The ONLY problem I have with the recipes

is that several of them have too much sugar and produce results that are too sweet. Some of the

sugar will be in there to help the wings color up nicely as the sugar caramelizes, but the results are

too sweet. I have gone back and adjusted some of the recipes to cut the sugar for both taste and

health reasons.If you like cooking wings and want to try a bunch of wing recipes this is a good

consolidated source.

Hugh Carpenter keeps creating incredible books.This is my third book and they are all excellent.Mr

Carpenter you should have your own TV show. Thanks
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